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Each phenyl group performs its own functions
on luminescence: phenyl substituted effect
in tetraphenylpyrazine†

Haozhong Wu,a Xiaojuan Song,b Bing Zhang,a Zhiming Wang, *a Tian Zhang, *b

Anjun Qin a and Ben Zhong Tang ac

Aggregation-induced emission (AIE) has drawn considerable attention owing to its interesting

phenomenon, and the AIE mechanisms of different molecule systems have been gradually revealed.

Here, we investigated the difference in 3-carbazole-pyrazine-based isomers and explored the effects of

three substituted phenyl groups (ortho, meta and para) on the tetraphenylpyrazine derivatives (TPPs).

The meta- and para-phenyl groups could slightly and significantly adjust their emission properties,

respectively. The ortho-phenyl group could distort the pyrazine plane owing to the large steric

hinderance of the two moieties; this triggered many molecular motions and led to the wastage of

excited state energy, stimulating the AIE characteristics of TPPs. This result is demonstrated for other

pyrazine derivatives and can serve as a design strategy of AIE molecules.

Introduction

Organic p-conjugated fluorescent materials have been investi-
gated in the past several decades owing to their promising
applications in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs),1–6

chemical sensors7–11 and biological imaging.12–17 However,
the notorious problem of these classical luminescent materials
is the familiar aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ), i.e., they
weakly emit in their aggregated states such as powder and
crystals compared to their dilute solutions.18 To overcome this
issue, Tang et al. proposed the opposite phenomenon, namely,
aggregation-induced emission (AIE). From then on, many AIE
luminogens (AIEgens) have been explored and developed in
multiple research fields.19–22

Compared to common fluorophores, AIEgens undergo some
complicated relaxation paths in their excited states; therefore,
several mechanisms, such as restricted intramolecular motions

(RIMs) and that of J-aggregates, have been put forward to
explain the AIE phenomenon. Among them, RIM has been
widely acknowledged as one of the origins of AIE.19,20,23–26

From single molecular states to aggregated states, the restricted
moieties of different molecular systems are not identical
(Fig. 1A–C). In dilute solutions, twisting double-bond of tetra-
phenylethene (TPE) and its derivatives can lead the potential
energy surface to the conical intersection and return to the
ground states without strong fluorescence.27 For the TICT
model compounds, the nearly perpendicular donor–acceptor
structures hinder the radiative decay process because of less
orbital overlap and accelerate internal crossing due to the small
energy gaps.28–31 The aromaticity reversal of cyclooctatetrathio-
phene produces many structural vibrations;32 therefore, weak
emissions can be observed in these molecules. Once aggregated,
the restriction of all the abovementioned motions leads to bright
fluorescence.

Tetraphenylpyrazine (TPP) has been discovered as an AIE
unit; it is often considered that the obstruction of the rotation
with respect to the peripheral phenyl groups leads to AIE
features (Fig. 1D).33 Lately, the X-ray diffraction of the crystal-
line structure and theoretical calculations have demonstrated
that the pyrazine cores of TPP-based molecules have some
distortion, which can create a number of vibrational motions
in their excited states.34 Furthermore, the conjugation along
the substituted axis mostly determines the transition process
for single substituted compounds and the off-axis phenyl
groups can influence this slightly.35 Therefore, it is important
to investigate the role of each phenyl group on TPP for the
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further molecular design and modification. In this work,
3-carbazole was chosen as the chromophore owing to its
rigidity and weak electron-donating ability. The phenyl group
was introduced into the ortho, meta and para positions of
pyrazine and three compounds, namely, 23-B3C, 26-B3C and
25-B3C were obtained, respectively. Also, a 3-carbazole-substituted
compound 3C and a fully substituted compound TP-3C were
synthesized for comparison (Fig. 1E).

Results and discussion
Synthesis and single crystal structure

The synthetic route of the five target products is outlined in
Fig. S1 (ESI†). The details of the synthesis process and charac-
terization are provided in the ESI† (Fig. S2–S15). 3C was
prepared by a Suzuki coupling reaction with (9-phenyl-9H-
carbazol-3-yl)boronic acid and 2-bromopyrazine. 23-B3C, 25-B3C
and 26-B3C were also obtained from the corresponding dibromo-
pyrazine, (9-phenyl-9H-carbazol-3-yl)boronic acid and phenylboro-
nic acid via a Suzuki coupling reaction. TP-3C was obtained
using 3-bromo-9-phenylcarbazole and was synthesized via the
Sonogashira coupling reaction, oxidation reaction and Schiff base
cycling reaction successively.34 These final compounds were
soluble in common organic solvents, such as tetrahydrofuran
(THF) and dichloromethane, but not in methanol and water.

To investigate the substituted distinction on crystalline
packing, we tried to prepare single crystals, but only 23-B3C
(CCDC 1976103†) and 25-B3C (CCDC 1976104†) were obtained
by evaporation from methanol/dichloromethane or methanol/
THF mixtures. The detailed analysis of the resulting X-ray
diffraction (XRD) data is shown in the ESI.† As illustrated in
Fig. 2A, 23-B3C adopts a twisted conformation with a distortion
of approximately 441 between pyrazine and 3-carbazole due to

the steric hindrance between 3-carbazole and the phenyl group,
which can prohibit the notorious p–p stacking in a manner
similar to that of many classic AIEgens such as TPE and
polyphenylsilole (Fig. 2A and E).36 Some C–H� � �p intermolecular
interactions are beneficial to restrict molecular motions (Fig. 2B).
Hence, we supposed that 23-B3C had the AIE characteristic based
on this molecular structure and packing pattern. Nevertheless, the
large pyrazine-(3-carbazole) torsion angle indicated that weak
fluorescence may be observed in its solid state. In the 25-B3C
crystal, the strong C–H� � �p and C–H� � �N intermolecular inter-
actions could also hinder the molecular motions (Fig. 2D);
however, the torsion and packing situations were different.
The small pyrazine-(3-carbazole) dihedral angle of 25-B3C
(161) can lead to slight face-to-face stacking with a distance of
ca. 3.3 Å (Fig. 2C and F), which probably would not turn on its
AIE activity. Because of the planar structure and no serious p–p
stacking, relatively high fluorescence efficiency in the solid
state might be expected in 25-B3C.

Photophysical properties

The photophysical properties of these five compounds were
analyzed based on the absorption spectra and photolumines-
cence (PL) spectra. As shown in Fig. 3A, the molecule 3C
exhibits strong absorption bands at 300–370 nm in a THF
solution with a peak at 329 nm, corresponding to the p–p*
transition of the whole skeleton; however, the absorption peaks
of 26-B3C, TP-3C and 25-B3C shift to 334, 347 and 349 nm,
respectively, because of their larger molecular conjugation.
Interestingly, the molecular conjugation of 23-B3C was consi-
dered to be larger than that of 3C because of an additional
phenyl group on 23-B3C compared to 3C; however, 23-B3C
showed a slightly blue-shifted absorption profile compared
with 3C, which may result from the twisted structure induced
by the ortho-substituted phenyl group. Similarly, the absorption

Fig. 1 The distortion modes of (A) TPE, (B) TICT molecules, (C) cyclooctatetrathiophene and (D) TPP; (E) the chemical structures of five pyrazine-
carbazole derivatives.
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peak of TP-3C (347 nm) was smaller than that of 25-B3C
(349 nm) possibly because of its twisted structure. The series
of pyrazine-based materials emitted violet and deep-blue
fluorescence in both THF solutions and film states (Fig. 3B).
For the 3-position substituted derivatives, 23-B3C and TP-3C
showed weak emissions with fluorescence efficiency (F) values
of 0.005 and 0.010 in THF solutions, while their F values were

enhanced to 0.053 and 0.319 in film states, respectively
(Table 1). For non-ortho-substituted compounds, enhancements
in F were not observed with the states changing from solutions to
films: 0.330, 0.793 and 0.396 in THF solutions and 0.134, 0.694
and 0.176 in film states for 3C, 25-B3C and 26-B3C, respectively;
this indicated that the ortho-substituted compounds 23-B3C and
TP-3C possessed AIE features, but substituting at either meta or
para position did not endow 26-B3C and 25-B3C with classic AIE
properties similar to the undecorated molecule 3C. Larger full
width at half maximum (FWHM) values were observed for 23-B3C
(75 nm) and TP-3C (76 nm) compared to other non-AIE active
compounds (ca. 55 nm), which might indicate the flexibility of
AIEgens. For meta-substituted derivatives, 26-B3C emitted slightly
red-shifted fluorescence at 408 nm (0.396) and 421 nm (0.176) in
THF solution and film state, respectively, while the PL spectra of
the para-substituted 25-B3C were on the redder region with the
emission peaks at 419 nm (0.793) in solution and 439 nm (0.694)
in the film state. These results suggest that pyrazine compounds
can be effectively tuned to obtain suitable fluorescence efficiency
via inserting fluorophores at their meta positions; moreover,
intense fluorescence can be observed with modifications at the
para positions. For the triphenyl substituted situation, there-
fore, TP-3C integrates the PL performance from 23-B3C, 25-B3C
and 26-B3C.

Their AIE nature was further validated through the investi-
gation of the emission behaviors of the five compounds in THF/
water mixtures (Fig. S16, ESI†). For 23-B3C, its PL intensity
gradually decreased with the emission peak shifting to the long
wavelength region until the water fraction (fw, vol%) increased
to 60% probably because of charge transfer (CT) emission.37

After this, it dramatically increased as the unconstrained
molecules transformed to nanoaggregates. For TP-3C, its
PL intensity slowly increased with the increase in the water
fraction but remained low when fw was less than 60%, while it
sharply increased when fw was more than 60%. The bright
emission in nanoaggregates is attributed to the obstruction of
non-radiative decay channels by restricted intramolecular
motions.19 For non-AIE active compounds, 3C, 25-B3C and
26-B3C showed weaker fluorescence with the increase in fw

compared to pure THF, and this elucidated that meta and para
substitution could not furnish AIE character again.

Theoretical calculations

As mentioned above, we speculate that substitution at three
positions can achieve two effects; one is that bonding at the
ortho-position can provide materials with AIE characteristics;
the other is that insertion at the meta- or para-position can tune
the emission wavelength and enhance fluorescence efficiency
but cannot obtain AIE features. Herein, we chose 23-B3C and
25-B3C to discuss the AIE activity theoretically. The THF
solution phase and aggregation effects were taken into account
through the polarizable continuum model (PCM) and the combined
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach, as
implemented in the Gaussian 16 package. The geometrical struc-
tures were optimized by (time dependent) theoretical density
functional ((TD)DFT) method with PBE0/6-31G(d) level. The natural

Fig. 3 (A) The absorption spectra of five compounds in THF solutions;
(B) the PL spectra of five compounds in THF solutions and films.

Fig. 2 Molecular structure in crystals of 23-B3C (A) and 25-B3C (C);
intermolecular interactions in 23-B3C (B) and 25-B3C (D); crystal packing
of 23-B3C (E) and 25-B3C (F).
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transition orbitals (NTOs) were calculated to understand their
electronic structure and all transition ratios from holes to particles
were up to 99%. As displayed in Fig. 4, the holes of 23-B3C and
25-B3C are dispersed on the whole molecules, while their particles
are mainly determined by pyrazine and conjoint phenyl groups in
both THF solutions and crystal states. In addition, 23-B3C showed
more obvious orbital separation in crystals than in THF solutions,
which indicated more CT proportion in crystals as expected and
resulted in faint fluorescence. For 25-B3C, no remarkable disparity
of NTO separation could be distinguished between solution and
crystal states; thus, it can effectively fluoresce in both solution and
solid states.

The reorganization energies of 23-B3C and 25-B3C in both
solution and crystal states were investigated. The low-frequency
(LF, o200 cm�1) and high-frequency (HF, 1400–1800 cm�1)
modes and the related contributions to the total reorganization
energies were obtained by normal mode analyses (Fig. 5 and
Table S1, ESI†). The LF modes mainly originated from the
alteration of the dihedral angle by rotating phenyl and
3-carbazole groups, which could be hindered by molecular
packing similar to many AIE compounds. The HF parts show
the vibrations of intramolecular bonds and show little depen-
dence on the stacking patterns.34,38–40 In solution, the total
reorganization energy of 23-B3C is evaluated to be 529 meV
with 41% LF modes and 29% HF modes, indicating that many
molecular rotations exist. In the crystal state, its total reorga-
nization energy reduces to 329 meV and the LF part decreases
to 46 meV from 218 meV. The large depression of the LF modes
from solution to crystal states contributes to this AIE charac-
teristic. Compared with the distinct reorganization energy
change of 23-B3C, 25-B3C displays only 5 meV difference on
the LF modes between THF solution and crystal and these

modes are not more than a quarter of the total reorganization
energy; thus, no AIE phenomenon for 25-B3C is rational.

The changes in the dihedral angles of 23-B3C and 25-B3C
from ground states to excited states were studied and listed in
Table 2. In THF solution, 23-B3C shows a large conformation
adjustment on excitation, e.g., 19.901 of D(a1-2-3-4) but not for
25-B3C (0.861 of D(a1-2-3-4)). The difference between 23-B3C
and 25-B3C implies that ortho-insertion can break pyrazine’s
planarity, reduce the rigidity and cause massive molecular
motions. In crystals, all the changes in a decrease substantially,
which demonstrates that the molecular rotations and pyrazine
distortion are restrained, contributing to their AIE features.

Due to the lack of single crystal structures of 3C, 26-B3C and
TP-3C, their electronic structures and reorganization energies
were computed only in the THF solution phase. Both 3C and
26-B3C showed relatively separated NTOs, while the local
excited state occurred for TP-3C (Fig. S17, ESI†). As illustrated
in Fig. S18 (ESI†), the total reorganization energies of 3C and
26-B3C are just 219 and 240 meV, and the LF parts are only
35 and 48 meV, respectively, less than 20% of the total value,
respectively. Additionally, their pyrazine cores are only slightly
warped (Table S2, ESI†). Therefore, this implies that the good
planarity of pyrazine also exists in 3C and 26-B3C and produces
a little reorganization energy, which is advantageous for lumi-
nescence, similar to 25-B3C. However, in contrast to 25-B3C, an
obvious fluorescence quenching effect was observed for 3C and
26-B3C probably because of the different stacking patterns that
we could not investigate. On the contrary, TP-3C exhibited a
considerably more reorganization energy of 406 meV and its LF
section of 120 meV was larger than that of non-AIE molecules. The
clear pyrazine’s torsion was recorded in both S0 and S1 states, and
it became more twisted after excitation (Table S2, ESI†); this
indicated the undermining of the pyrazine’s planarity because
steric hinderance caused considerable energy waste for molecular
motions, similar 23-B3C. In the solid state, the restriction of these
motions led to the AIE phenomenon. Two more phenyl groups
modified on 23-B3C could increase its conjugation and rigidity,
which explained the smaller reorganization energy of TP-3C than
that of 23-B3C; therefore, TP-3C could emit more efficiently than
23-B3C in both solution and solid states.

Demonstration of pyrazine’s planarity and AIE

To validate this point, we changed the chromophore and
synthesized three ortho-disubstituted pyrazine compounds,

Table 1 The photophysical properties of five compounds

Compound labs
a (nm)

lem
b (nm) Fc td (ns) kr

e (107 s�1) knr
f (107 s�1)

Soln FWHM Film FWHM Soln Film Soln Film Soln Film Soln Film

3C 329 397 55 420 52 0.330 0.134 1.70 2.29 19.4 5.9 39.4 37.8
23-B3C 328 415 75 430 78 0.005 0.053 0.96 1.37 0.5 3.9 103.6 69.1
25-B3C 349/363 419 57 439 55 0.793 0.694 1.86 1.46 42.6 47.5 11.1 21.0
26-B3C 334 408 56 421 54 0.396 0.176 2.42 1.95 16.4 9.0 25.0 42.3
TP-3C 347 437 76 440 61 0.010 0.319 0.88 0.71 1.1 44.9 112.5 95.9

a Maximum absorption wavelength, concentration: 10�5 M. b Maximum emission wavelength, soln: THF solution, film: neat film, FWHM: full
width at half maximum. c Absolute fluorescence quantum efficiency. d Fluorescence lifetime. e kr = F/t. f knr = (1 � F)/t.

Fig. 4 The NTOs of 23-B3C and 25-B3C in THF solution and crystals.
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namely, P-2PF, HP-2PF and PP-2PF for the flexibility of the
mechanism (Fig. S19–S27, ESI†). PP-2PF is the respective
benzo-derivative of P-2PF, and HP-2PF is the non-conjugated
derivative. Their geometries were computed first. As shown in
Table S3 (ESI†), the Da1-2-3-4 value of PP-2PF (3.321) is smaller
than that of P-2PF (16.911); therefore, the pyrazine’s planarity of
PP-2PF is better than that of P-2PF. When pyrazine is trans-
formed to benzopyrazine (also called quinoxaline), the electron-
withdrawing feature will be strengthened; thus, the apparently
separated orbital distribution was acquired (Fig. S28, ESI†). For
HP-2PF, the structural change and NTOs were almost identical
to those of P-2PF, which suggested that the non-conjugated
modification did not affect its planarity. If pyrazine’s planarity
can be destroyed in the ortho-substituted mode and create
numerous motions, considerable excited state energy will be
consumed in the non-radiative relaxation path. As expected,
P-2PF and HP-2PF showed obvious AIE, where the corres-
ponding F values in THF were 0.022 and 0.021, which then
increased to 0.186 and 0.157 in film states, respectively. PP-2PF
with good planarity exhibited moderate AIE: 0.155 in THF and

0.419 in film state (Fig. S29, S30 and Table S4, ESI†). Therefore,
these results demonstrate that the destruction of pyrazine’s
planarity leads to the AIE phenomenon.

Device characterization

Because of the suitable photoluminescence efficiency of
25-B3C, 26-B3C and TP-3C, we evaluated their electrolumines-
cence (EL) performance. Previously, their thermal stability
and morphological stability were tested by thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
respectively (Fig. S31, ESI†). We observed good thermal stability
with temperatures of 5% weight loss (Td) as high as 343, 315
and 386 1C and good morphological stability with the glass
transition temperatures (Tg) of 60, 60 and 119 1C for 25-B3C,
26-B3C and TP-3C, respectively. Besides, the HOMO levels were
determined from the onset of oxidation potential with the
following equation: EHOMO = �(Eonset � EFc/Fc+ + 4.8) eV. The
values of LUMOs were calculated using the following equation:
EHOMO = ELUMO + Egap, Egap = 1240/lonset; here, EFc/Fc+ was
0.40 eV and lonset was calculated based on the onset of absorp-
tion in dichloromethane (Fig. S32, ESI†). As shown in Table S2
(ESI†), the HOMO values of 25-B3C, 26-B3C and TP-3C were
estimated to be �5.59, �5.54, and �5.55 eV, respectively. Their
corresponding LUMO energy levels were then calculated to be
�2.42, �2.29, and �2.40 eV. It is feasible to apply them for blue
emitters (Table S5, ESI†).

Non-doped and 20 wt%-doped OLED devices employing
three materials as emitters with the configuration ITO/HATCN
(5 nm)/TAPC (50 nm)/TCTA (5 nm)/EML (20 nm)/TmPyPB
(40 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (120 nm) were fabricated. In these devices,
HATCN ((2,3,6,7,10,11-hexacyano-1,4,5,8,9,12-hexaazatriphe-nylene))
and TAPC (1,1-bis(4-di-p-tolylaminophenyl)cyclohexane) served

Fig. 5 (A) Atom label of 23-B3C and 25-B3C; the projection of the reorganization energy onto mode relaxations for two compounds (B) in THF solution
and (C) crystals.

Table 2 The selected dihedral angles of 23-B3C and 25-B3C in THF
solutions and crystals

23-B3C 25-B3C

a1-2-3-4 a3-2-5-6 a5-2-3-7 a1-2-3-4 a1-2-5-6

THF S0 �8.88 �40.07 �12.46 �0.39 �17.74
S1 �28.78 �16.47 �39.55 0.47 �0.04
D 19.90 �23.60 27.09 0.86 �17.70

Crystal S0 �6.85 �43.06 �9.81 �1.02 �15.08
S1 �8.09 �40.21 �14.50 �1.61 �10.68
D 1.24 �2.85 4.69 0.59 �4.40
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as the hole-injecting layer and hole-transporting layer, respec-
tively. TCTA (4,40,400-tri-9-carbazolytriphenylamine) acted as the
hole-transporting layer and electron-blocking layer, and TmPyPB
(1,3,5-tri[(3-pyridyl)-phen-3-yl]benezene) functioned as both
the electron-transporting layer and hole-blocking layer. CBP
(4,40-bis(carbazol-9-yl)biphenyl) was chosen as the host material.

As shown in Table 3 and Fig. 6A, these devices were turned
on at a low voltage of 2.9–3.3 V, which was attributed to the
excellent balance of carrier transport, and exhibited deep-blue
to sky-blue electroluminescence emissions with peaks (lEL)

from 412 to 452 nm. Both doped and non-doped devices of
26-B3C showed the bluest fluorescence in this work. Among the
non-doped OLED devices, 26-B3C performed the best with Lmax

of 1621 cd m�2, Zext,max of 3.32% and ZP,max of 1.89 lm W�1 and
deep-blue emission with CIE coordinates of (0.16, 0.07).
Generally, doped blue OLED devices often display a blue-
shifted EL spectrum compared to non-doped ones; therefore,
the EL spectrum of the doped devices shifted to 424, 412 and
444 nm and the values of CIEy decreased to 0.06, 0.04 and 0.10
for 25-B3C, 26-B3C and TP-3C, respectively. In this work, the

Table 3 EL performance of OLED devices

EML lEL (nm) Von
b (V) La (cd m�2) Zc

a (cd A�1) ZP
a (lm W�1) EQEa (%) CIE(x, y)

c

25-B3C 436 3.3 1776 1.66 1.42 2.29 (0.15, 0.08)
26-B3C 420 2.9 1621 1.81 1.89 3.32 (0.16, 0.07)
TP-3C 452 3.3 1672 1.97 1.73 1.54 (0.19, 0.18)
CBP:20 wt% 25-B3C 424 3.3 1383 1.93 1.78 4.29 (0.16, 0.06)
CBP:20 wt% 26-B3C 412 2.9 1007 0.78 0.76 2.85 (0.16, 0.04)
CBP:20 wt% TP-3C 444 3.1 1907 2.15 1.99 2.69 (0.15, 0.10)

a The luminescence (L), current efficiency (Zc), power efficiency (ZP) and external quantum efficiency are the maximum values of the devices. b Von is
the turn-on voltage at 1 cd m�2. c CIE coordinates at 10 mA cm�2.

Fig. 6 The EL spectra, EQE–luminance, current density–voltage–luminance (J–V–L) and current efficiency–luminance–power efficiency curves for
these non-doped and doped devices.
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device of doped CBP:20 wt% 25-B3C showed the best EL
efficiency: Lmax of 1383 cd m�2, ZP,max of 1.78 lm W�1, Zext,max

of 4.29% and CIE coordinates of (0.16 0.06).

Conclusions

Blue pyrazine fluorophores with three different bonding
positions (ortho, meta and para) were synthesized and the
substituted effect was investigated. A phenyl group inserted
on the para site (25-B3C) could increase molecular conjugation
and generate strong emission with red-shifted spectra; however,
meta substitution (26-B3C) could improve its PL efficiency and
tune its fluorescence, slightly. Different from the substitution
at meta and para positions, substitution at the ortho position
(23-B3C) could provide pyrazine-carbazole derivatives with AIE
features because the steric hindrance of the ortho-phenyl unit
disturbed pyrazine’s planarity and switched on the non-radiative
process, which has been verified in other pyrazine and benzo-
pyrazine derivatives. For highly effective luminescence, the doped
OLED device based on CBP:20 wt% 25-B3C exhibited excellent
deep-blue EL efficiency with an EQE of 4.29% and CIE coordinates
of (0.16, 0.06). Therefore, high-efficiency luminescent materials
can be exploited by this profound design.
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